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&5<0 1. #@028B5;8 $>AA88 8 �5;8:>1@8B0=88. Russia’s and Great Britain’s rulers. 

 

Ц5;P: 87CG8BL ;5:A8:C ?> B5<5 #@028B5;8 $>AA88 8 �5;8:>1@8B0=88, ?>2B>@8BL 
3@0<<0B8G5A:89 <0B5@80;. 
%>45@60=85 @01>BO: B5:ABK 4;O GB5=8O ?> 40==>9 B5<5, C?@06=5=8O =0 CA2>5=85 8 
70:@5?;5=85 ;5:A8:>-3@0<<0B8G5A:>3> <0B5@80;0. 
�040=85: ?@>G8B0BL, ?5@525AB8 B5:ABK, 2K?8A0BL 8 2KCG8BL =>2K5 ;5:A8G5A:85 548=8FK, 
2K?>;=8BL @O4 ?@54;>65==KE C?@06=5=89 =0 70:@5?;5=85 ;5:A8:8 8 3@0<<0B8G5A:>3> 
<0B5@80;0. 
 

�7CG8BP ;5:A8G5A:89 <0B5@80;.  
 

Rule 
an outstanding ruler and 
reformer 
be famous for 
western customs and habits 
change government and 
military system 
wage a war with 
 
get access to 
get to the shores of 
be much more secure and 
progressive 
 
one8s reign 
carpentry, blacksmithing and 
printing 
a hereditary landlord 
 
a service landlord 
 
lose one's political power 
 
become grand prince 
struggle for the throne 
create a standing army 
raid the territory of Russia 
 
block Russia8s access to 
lie in smth. 
give an oath in one8s loyalty to 
smb. 
escape to 
set up a state within a state 
 
govern 
confiscate one8s property 
conquer smth 
wipe out 5treason6 

?@028BL 
2K40NI89AO ?@028B5;L 8 
@5D>@<0B>@ 
1KBL 8725AB=K< G5<-;81> 
70?04=K5 >1KG08 8 =@02K 
87<5=8BL A8AB5<C 
C?@02;5=8O 8 0@<8N 
25AB8 2>9=C ?@>B82 :>3>-
;81> 
?>;CG8BL 4>ABC? : 
>B2>520BL ?>15@56L5 
1KBL 7=0G8B5;L=> 1>;55 
70I8IP==K< 8 
?@>3@5AA82=K< 
GLP-;81> ?@02;5=85 
?;>B=8F:>5, :C7=5F:>5 8 
?5G0B=>5 45;> 
=0A;54AB25==K9 
75<;52;045;5F 
75<;52;045;5F, ?>;CG82H89 
75<;N 2> 2@5<O A;C61K 
?>B5@OBL ?>;8B8G5A:CN 
2;0ABL 
AB0BL 25;8:8< :=O75< 
1>@>BLAO 70 B@>= 
A>740BL ?>AB>O==CN 0@<8N 
A>25@H0BL =01538 =0 
B5@@8B>@8N $>AA88 
1;>:8@>20BL 2KE>4 $>AA88 2 
70:;NG0BLAO 2 GP<-;81> 
40BL :;OB2C 2 25@=>AB8 :><C-
;81> 
A1560BL 2 
>A=>20BL 3>AC40@AB2> 2=CB@8 
3>AC40@AB20 
?@028BL 
>B>1@0BL A>1AB25==>ABL 
702>520BL GB>-;81> 
AB5@5BL 87<5=C A ;8F0 75<;8 
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Task 1. Find the definition for each term 

 

 

1) Reign 
2) Monarch 
3) Govern 
4) Landlord 
5) State 
6) Guard 

a) man, who lets others to live in his 
property for money 
b) troops employed to protect the sovereign 
c) organized political community with a 
government, territory in which this exists; 
d) sovereignty, rule; 
e) control or direct the public affairs of a 
country, city, etc; 
f) supreme ruler 
 
 

 

 

1___2___3___4___5___6___ 
 

Task 2. Translate the chains and make your own ones. 

 

a) president 
their president 
Their president always fought. 
Their president always fought against the slavery. 
Their president was the first, who fought against the slavery. 
 
b) 3>AC40@AB25==K9 45OB5;L (statesman) 
MB>B 3>AC40@AB25==K9 45OB5;L 
-B>B 3>AC40@AB25==K9 45OB5;L 87<5=8; AB@C:BC@C (frame) ?@028B5;LAB20. 
-B>B 3>AC40@AB25==K9 45OB5;L 87<5=8; 4@52=NN AB@C:BC@C ?@028B5;LAB20, >1J548=82 
:>@>;52AB2> 2 A>4@C65AB2>. 
-B>B 3>AC40@AB25==K9 45OB5;L 87<5=8; 4@52=NN AB@C:BC@C ?@028B5;LAB20, >1J548=82 
>B45;L=K5 :>@>;52AB20 2 548=>5 A>4@C65AB2>. 
 

Task 3. Translate from English into Russian 

 

1) George Washington was famous for being the first president of USA. 
2) Queen Elizabeth 1 was famous for assassinating of the Queen of Scots. 
3) Napoleon Bonaparte was famous for conquering other countries. 
4) Italian prime-minister Benito Mussolini was known for fascist adopting. 
5) Martin Luther King was famous for fighting for equal rights. 
 

Task 4. Complete and translate from Russian into English 

1) &&&&.8725AB5= B5<, GB> AB0; ?>A;54=8< @>AA89A:8< F0@P<. 
2) &&&&..8725AB5= B5<, GB> AB0; ?5@2K< 3;02>9 ?@028B5;LAB20 $>AA88 ?>A;5 
@52>;NF88 1917 3>40. 

3) &&&&.8725AB5= B5<, GB> ?>4 53> @C:>2>4AB2>< =0@>4K %>25BA:>3> %>N70 ?>1548;8 
2 �5;8:>9 "B5G5AB25==>9 2>9=5 1941-1945 3.3. 
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4) &&&&8725AB5= B5<, GB> >1JO28; ?5@5AB@>9:C 2 %>25BA:>< %>N75. 

Task 5. Translate from English into Russian 

Ivan the Terrible 

Probably one of the most famous figures in Russian history is Ivan IV, called the Terrible 
because of his cruelty. He ruled in the period when boyars, Russian hereditary landlords, were 
fast loosing their political power, their lands, and sometimes, due to Ivan IV, their lives. On the 
other hand, more and more power was given to dvoryane, service landlords. 

 The three 3year-old Ivan IV became grand prince in 1533, after the death of his father, Vasiliy 
III. At first his mother, Yelena Glinsky, ruled instead of his son. After her death in 1538 the 
Shuiskys and Belskys struggled for the throne. In 1547 Ivan IV was croned tsar of all Russia. In 
1549 the first zemsky sobor was held.  

Ivan IV decided that all landowners should begin military service when they were 15, and serve 
till the end of their lives. He created also a standing army, streltsy. This was necessary because 
Russia had many enemies. Tatars of Kazan, Astrakhan and the Crimea continued to raid the 
territory of Russia. The Livonian knights blocked Russia8s access to the Baltic Sea.  

Ivan first began a campaign against Kazan and defeated it in 1552. In 1554-1556 his armies took 
Astrackan, thus getting for Russia the Volga Valley and the way to the Caspian Sea. 

The tsar8s chief interest lays in trade with the West through the Baltic. He began a war against 
Livonia which lasted 24 years and ended in nothing: in the end Russia lost everything it had 
conquered earlier during the war. 

In 1553, Ivan fell seriously ill. Thinking he was close to death, he wanted boyars to give an oath 
in their loyalty to his son Dmitry. Boyars didn8t want to; moreover, one of them a close 
companion of Ivan IV, suddenly escaped to Lithuania. Ivan IV left Moscow for the town of 
Alexandrov, and set up a state within the state, called 5Oprichnina6. The rest of the land was 
called 5Zemshchina6, where the boyar Duma continued to govern. He also organized a new 
guard Oprichniki, who were famous for their cruelty. They numbered several thousands and 
killed many boyars and other people Ivan thought of as enemies. They also confiscated their 
property. The Oprichniki were ordered to wipe out 5treason6 in both Oprichnina and 
Zemschchina. Ivan8s cruelty led to a number of risings. The Oprichnina was abolished in 1572. 

Ivan died in 1584. Though known for his cruelty, he is also famous for getting for Russia access 
to the Baltic and for beginning the struggle with boyars, who were hereditary landlords, for the 
power of dvoryane, service landlords. He is undoubtedly one of the most famous figures in 
Russian history. 

 Task 6. Answer the questions 

1. When did Ivan IV rule? 
2. When and how did he become tsar of Russia? 
3. How did he recognize the army? 
4. What military campaigns did he begin? 
5. What did he set up Oprichnina and create a new guard for? 
6. What is Ivan IV noted for? 

Task 7. Translate from Russian into English 

1. �20= �@>7=K9, 8725AB=K9 A2>59 65AB>:>ABLN, ?@028; 2 ?5@8>4, :>340 1>O@5 B5@O;8 
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A2>N ?>;8B8G5A:CN 2;0ABL. 

2. #@8 �20=5 �@>7=>< 75<;52;045;LFK =0G8=0;8 =5AB8 A;C61C 2 15 ;5B 8 A;C68;8 
2AN 687=L 

3. 'B>1K 70I8B8BL $>AA8N >B 2@03>2, �20= �@>7=K9 A>740; ?>AB>O==CN 0@<8N. 

4. �20= �@>7=K9 =0G0; :><?0=8N ?@>B82 B0B0@, A>25@H82H8E =01538 =0 B5@@8B>@8N 
$>AA88. 

5. �20= �@>7=K9 7=0<5=8B =5 B>;L:> A2>59 65AB>:>ABLN, => 8 B5<, GB> >= 702>520; 
4;O $>AA88 2KE>4 2 �0;B89A:>5 <>@5. 

Task 8. Make 4 questions to each sentence 

1. Russia began a war against Livonia. 
2. Russian hereditary landlords were losing their political power. 
3. The Oprichniki were ordered to wipe out 5treason6. 
4. Ivan IV left Moscow for the town Alexandrov. 
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Task 9. Translate from English into Russian 

Peter The Great 

Peter 1, or Peter the Great was one of the most outstanding rulers and reformers in Russian 
history. He was Tsar of Russia and became Emperor in 1721. First he ruled together with his 
brother, Ivan, and his sister, Sofya. In 1696 he became a sole ruler. 

He was a healthy, lively and clever child. He loved military games and enjoyed carpentry, 
blacksmithing and printing. At the age of 17 he was married. 

Peter 1 is famous for drawing Russia further to the East. He also transferred the capital from 
Moscow to St. Petersburg. Peter traveled much in Western Europe and tried to carry western 
customs and habits to Russia. He introduced western technology. He completely changed the 
Russian government and military system: he increased the power of the monarch and reduced the 
power of the boyars and the church. 

In foreign policy, Peter 1 waged a war with Turkey (1695-1696) and the Great Nothern War with 
Sweden (1700- 1721), and a war with Persia (1722-1723). In these wars, he wanted to get access 
to the Baltic, the Black Sea and The Caspian Sea. He managed to get the shores of the Baltic Sea 
and the Caspian Sea.  

Peter 1 played a great part in Russian history. After his death, Russia was much more secure and 
progressive than it had been before his reign. 

Task 10. Answer the questions 

 

1. What was Peter the Great noted for? 
2. What kind of child was he? 
3. What wars did Peter I wage? 
4. What part did Peter play in Russian history? 

  

Task 11. Translate from Russian into English 

1. #PB@ 1 3 F0@L, 0 ?>74=55 3 8<?5@0B>@ $>AA88, 2K40NI89AO @>AA89A:89 
@5D>@<0B>@. 

2. #PB@ 1 8725AB5= B5<, GB> @0AH8@8; B5@@8B>@8N $>AA88 =0 2>AB>:, 70?04 8 N3. 

3. #PB@ 1 8725AB5= B0:65 B5<, GB> ?@8=PA 2 $>AA8N 70?04=K5 >1KG08, 22P; 70?04=CN 
B5E=8:C 8 ?5@5=PA AB>;8FC 2 %0=:B-#5B5@1C@3. 

4. #PB@, 87<5=82 A8AB5<C C?@02;5=8O $>AA859, CA8;8; 2;0ABL <>=0@E0 8 >3@0=8G8; 
2;0ABL F5@:28 8 1>O@. 

5. #>A;5 ?@02;5=8O #5B@0 1 $>AA8O AB0;0 1>;55 ?@>3@5AA82=>9 =0F859, G5< 1K;0 4> 
=53>. 
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Task 12. Make 4 questions to each sentence 

1. Peter 1 created Russia8s first navy. 

2. Peter8s policy of territory expansion resulted in almost constant war. 

3. In 1703 Peter began building a new capital city on the Baltic coast. 

4. The economy of Russia that time was based on primitive agriculture. 

  

Task 13. Try to identify the meaning of the following notions. Match the words with their 

definitions. 

 

an absolute monarch 

a dictator 

a constitutional monarch 

monarchy 

the royal family 

anti-monarchical 

 

 

a system of government by a 
monarch 

in opposition to monarchy 

a ruler who has total power 
over his country and who 
ruthlessly (65AB>:>) rules his 
country 

a monarch who has unlimited 
power 

a monarch whose power is 
limited by a constitution 

the family of a king or queen 

 

Task 14. Translate from Russian into English. 

1. �<8B@89 �>=A:>9 ?@028;  >A:>2A:8< :=O65AB2><. 
2.  564CF0@AB285 2 $>AA88 =0ABC?8;> 2 =0G0;5 17 25:0. 
3. !8:>;09 1 ?@028; $>AA859 ?>A;5 �;5:A0=4@0 1. 
4. �8=0AB8O $><0=>2KE 1K;0 ?>A;54=59 F0@A:>9 48=0AB859 2 $>AA88. 
5. #5@2K< ?@57845=B>< $>AA88 1K; �>@8A �;LF8=. 
6. #0@;0<5=B 1K; AD>@<8@>20=, :>340 ;>@4K 8 1>30BK5 ;N48 >1AC640;8 ?>;8B8G5A:85 
?@>1;5<K 8 =>2K5 =0;>38. 

7. �>@>;L �5=@8 VIII 8<5; 1>;LHCN 2;0ABL: ?0@;0<5=B 45;0; B>, GB> E>B5; :>@>;L. 

Task 15. Read, translate and give the headline to this text. 

 

It is anti-democratic 3 and brings Britain back. People don8t differentiate between the words 
5monarchy6 and 5royal family6. The young royals spoiled the reputation of the monarchy very 
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much. Despite the anti-monarchical feeling that exists in the country, however, it is still hard to 
discover a strong movement toward a republic in Britain. The Independent, one of the Britain8s 
most respected broadsheet newspapers that started the debate on this issue, still favours the 
retention (A>E@0=5=85) of Queen Elizabeth as the head of state until her death.  
Winston Churchill often described parliamentary democracy and constitutional monarch as not 
perfect 3 but the best that the man had yet created. It is human nature to need a leader in the helm 
(H;5<). 
The Queen has powers that can surprise many. She can choose a Prime Minister, dissolve 
(@0A?CAB8BL) Parliament and declare war like an absolute monarch. But in reality, she does not 
have these powers and acts under the tradition on the advice of Parliament. It has prevented a 
dictator from ruling Great Britain since Oliver Cromvell8s short period in the 17th century. 
The British monarch has served both the Empire and the Commonwealth. Queen Elizabeth is the 
head of state not only of  one small island nation, but also of the 53 nations of the 
Commonwealth, with the population of 1,5 billion. In short, she is the head of state to more than 
one quarter of the earth8s inhabitants. It evokes a sense of unity between nations. 
 
What are the arguments for and against monarchy? 

 Task 16. Some people think that in politics much depends on the personality of a 

politician. Which traits (E0@0:B5@=K5 G5@BK) are positive and which are negative for a 

politician in your opinion? Choose the words from the box and write them in the columns. 

 

sociable    ambitious       popular          generous           patient  
      honest     bossy      power-loving    strong-willed (2>;52>9) 
skillful      special        gifted               loyal              sympathetic 
kind      conservative     emotional      hard-working         patriotic 
hypocritical (;8F5<5@=K9)             prudent                reserved 
      reticent (A:@KB=K9)           tolerant            courageous 
risky        secret      ruthless        cunning (E8B@K9, :>20@=K9) 
                     consistent ( ?>A;54>20B5;L=K9, ;>38G=K9) 
sly (E8B@K9, ;>2:89)          religious        deceitful (;682K9) 
          self-reliant (C25@5==K9 2 A515)           disciplined    
                             eloquent (:@0A=>@5G82K9)  
 

positive traits negative traits 
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        &5<0 2.  %8AB5<0 3>AC40@AB25==>3> C?@02;5=8я. State System. 

 

Ц5;P: 87CG8BL ;5:A8:C ?> B5<5 %8AB5<0 3>AC40@AB25==>3> C?@02;5=8я, ?>2B>@8BL 
3@0<<0B8G5A:89 <0B5@80;. 
%>45@60=85 @01>BO: B5:ABK 4;O GB5=8O ?> 40==>9 B5<5, C?@06=5=8O =0 CA2>5=85 8 
70:@5?;5=85 ;5:A8:>-3@0<<0B8G5A:>3> <0B5@80;0. 
�040=85: ?@>G8B0BL, ?5@525AB8 B5:ABK, 2K?8A0BL 8 2KCG8BL =>2K5 ;5:A8G5A:85 548=8FK, 
2K?>;=8BL @O4 ?@54;>65==KE C?@06=5=89 =0 70:@5?;5=85 ;5:A8:8 8 3@0<<0B8G5A:>3> 
<0B5@80;0. 

 

consist of smth 
a constitutional monarchy 
presidential republic 
Head of State 
a branch 
legislative power 
executive power 
judiciary branch 
be exercised by 
be composed of 
hereditary and life peers 
 
real governing body 
the Houses of Parliament 
the House of Lords 
the House of Commons 
the Prime Minister 
the Cabinet 
the Congress 
the House of Representatives 
the Senate 
the Federal Assembly 
the Council of Federation 
make a law 
veto a bill 
 
be elected from the 
constituency 
be set up by 
 
be checked up by 
be vested in 
a chamber 
initiate a legislature 
approve a bill 
commander-in-chief 
enforce a law 
a banner 
originate from 
heraldic emblem 

A>AB>OBL 87 
:>=AB8BCF8>==0O <>=0@E8O 
?@57845=BA:0O @5A?C1;8:0 
3;020 3>AC40@AB20 
2;0ABL 
70:>=>40B5;L=0O 2;0ABL 
8A?>;=8B5;L=0O 2;0ABL 
AC451=0O 2;0ABL 
>ACI5AB2;OBLAO 
A>AB>OBL 
=0A;54AB25==K5 8 
?>687=5==K5 ;>@4K 8 ?M@K 
@50;L=> ?@02OI89 >@30= 
?0@;0<5=B 
?0;0B0 ;>@4>2 
?0;0B0 >1I8= 
?@5<L5@-<8=8AB@ 
:018=5B 
:>=3@5AA 
?0;0B0 ?@54AB028B5;59 
A5=0B 
(545@0;L=>5 %>1@0=85 
%>25B (545@0F88 
A>74020BL 70:>= 
=0;>68BL 25B> =0 
70:>=>?@>5:B 
8718@0BLAO >B 
8718@0B5;L=>3> >:@C30 
1KBL CG@564P==K<, 
>A=>20==K< 2 A>>B25BAB288 A 
:>=B@>;8@>20BLAO :5<-;81> 
>ACI5AB2;OBLAO :5<-;81> 
?0;0B0 
2=5AB8 70:>=>?@>5:B 
?@8=OBL 70:>=>?@>5:B 
3;02=>:><0=4CNI89 
?@>2>48BL 70:>= 2 687=L 
7=0<O 
?@>8AE>48BL >B 
@>4>2>9 35@1 
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land 
region 
autonomous region 
autonomous district 
self-government 

:@09 
>1;0ABL 
02B>=><=0O >1;0ABL 
02B>=><=K9 >:@C3 
A0<>C?@02;5=85 

Task 1. Study the following and answer the questions 

Russian Federation consists of 
-republics                                            
-lands 
-regions  equal rights 

-one autonomous region 
-autonomous districts 
-two cities of federal significance  
 

1. What republics can you list? 
2. Which land is bordering with our region? 
3. What autonomous region is in Russian Federation? 
4. What are the cities of federal significance? 
 

Task 2. Translate from English into Russian 

 

State System of the Russian Federation 

 

The Russian Federation is set up by the Constitution of 1993. 
Under the Constitution Russia is a presidential republic. The federal government consists of 
three branches: legislative, executive and judicial. Each of them is checked and balanced by the 
President. 
The legislative power is vested in the Federal Assembly. It consists of two chambers. The Upper 
Chamber is the Council of Federation, the Lower Chamber is the State Duma. 
Each chamber is headed by the Speaker. Lagislature may be initiated in either of the two 
Chambers. But to become a law a bill must be approval by both Chambers and signed by the 
President. The President may veto the bill. 
The President is commander-in-chief of the armed forces, he makes treaties, enforces laws, 
appoints ministers to be approved by the Federal Assembly. 
The executive power belongs to the Government which is headed by the Prime Minister. The 
first action of the Prime Minister on appointment is to form the Cabinet. 
The Judicial branch is represented by the Constitutional Court, the Supreme Court and the 
regional courts. 
The members of the Federal Assembly are elected by popular vote for a four-year-period. 
Today the state symbol of Russia is a three-colored banner. It has three horizontal stripes: white, 
blue and red. The white stripe symbolizes the earth, the blue one stands for the sky, and the red 
one symbolizes the liberty. It was the first state symbol that replaced the former symbols in 
1991. A new national emblem is a two-headed eagle. It is the most ancient symbol of Russia. It 
originates from the heraldic emblem of the Ruricovitches, All these symbols are official. They 
have been approved by the Federal Assembly. 
 
Task 3. Answer the questions. 

 

1. What does the federal government consist of? 
2. What part does the President play in the government? 
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3. What is the legislative power vested in? 
4. How does a bill become a law? 
5. What are the functions of the president? 
6. What is the judicial branch represented by? 
7. What is executive branch represented by? 
8. What are the official symbols of Russia? 

 
Task 4. Translate from Russian into English 

 

1. #@028B5;LAB2> $>AA89A:>9 (545@0F88 A>AB>8B 87 70:>=>40B5;L=>9, 
8A?>;=8B5;L=>9 8 AC451=>9 2;0AB59. 

2. �0:>=>40B5;L=0O 2;0ABL >ACI5AB2;O5BAO (545@0;L=K< A>1@0=85<, 8718@05<K< 
2A5=0@>4=K< 3>;>A>20=85< =0 4 3>40. 

3. �> 3;025 :064>9 87 ?0;0B AB>8B A?8:5@. 
4. �0:>=>?@>5:B ?@54AB02;O5BAO =0 @0AA<>B@5=85 2 >4=>9 87 ?0;0B. #>B>< >4>1@O5BAO 
>158<8 ?0;0B0<8 8 ?>4?8AK205BAO ?@57845=B><. 

5. %C451=0O 2;0ABL ?@54AB02;5=0 �>=AB8BCF8>==K< AC4><, �5@E>2=K< AC4>< 8 
4@C38<8 AC40<8. 

6. � 3>AC40@AB25==K< A8<2>;0< >B=>AOBAO D;03, 38<= 8 35@1. 
 
 

Task 5. Study the table, compare and write the country’s name. 
 

Country   

It is a constitutional 
monarchy 

a presidential 
republic 

It is governed by the Parliament and 
the Queen is the 
Head of State 

the Parliament 

The legislative 
power is exercised 
by 

the Houses of 
Parliament 

the Government of 
the Congress 

The executive 
power is exercised 
by 

Prime Minister and 
his Cabinet 

the President, the 
Vice-president and 
the Cabinet 

The judicial power 
is executed by 

Crown Court Supreme Court 

It consists of two chambers: the house 
of Lords and the 
House of Commons 

parts: the House of 
representatives and 
the Senate 

Constitution There is no written 
one here, only 
precedents and 
traditions 

It was adopted in 
1787 

  
 
Task 6.  Fill in the blanks 

 

1. _______the House of Lords composed of hereditary and life peers? 3 Yes, it is. 
2. _______the members of the House of Commons elected by the people? 3 Yes, they are 
3. _____the Congress make laws? 3 Yes, it does. 
4. ____ the House of Representatives impeach the President? - Yes, they can. 
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5. _____ senators elected every 6 years? 3 Yes, they are. 
6. _____the President sign the law? 3 Yes, he must. 
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Task 7. Translate from Russian into English 

 

1.  5AB=>5 A0<>C?@02;5=85 2 $>AA89A:>9 (545@0F88 >15A?5G8205B A0<>AB>OB5;L=>5 
@5H5=85 =0A5;5=85< 2>?@>A>2 <5AB=>3> 7=0G5=8O, 2;045=85, ?>;L7>20=85 8 
@0A?>@O65=85 <C=8F8?0;L=>9 A>1AB25==>ABLN. 

2.  5AB=>5 A0<>C?@02;5=85 >ACI5AB2;O5BAO 3@0640=0<8 ?CBP< @5D5@5=4C<0 8;8 
2K1>@>2 G5@57 2K1>@=K5 8 4@C385 >@30=K <5AB=>3> A0<>C?@02;5=8O. 

3.  5AB=>5 A0<>C?@02;5=85 >ACI5AB2;O5BAO A CGPB>< 8AB>@8G5A:8E 8 8=KE <5AB=KE 
B@048F89. 

4. %B@C:BC@0 >@30=>2 <5AB=>3> A0<>C?@02;5=8O >?@545;O5BAO =0A5;5=85< 
A0<>AB>OB5;L=>. 

5. "@30=K <5AB=>3> A0<>C?@02;5=8O A0<>AB>OB5;L=> C?@02;ONB <C=8F8?0;L=>9 
A>1AB25==>ABLN, D>@<8@CNB, CB25@640NB 8 8A?>;=ONB <5AB=K9 1N465B, 
CAB0=02;820NB <5AB=K5 =0;>38, >ACI5AB2;ONB >E@0=C >1I5AB25==>3> ?>@O4:0, 0 
B0:65 @5H0NB 2>?@>AK <5AB=>3> 7=0G5=8O. 

 
Task 8. Translate from Russian into English 

 

16 8N;O 1997 3>40 1K; ?>4?8A0= «�0:>= �@:CBA:>9 >1;0AB8 > 35@15 8 D;035». #> 
MB><C 70:>=C =>2K9 35@1 3>@>40 1K; A5@LP7=> 87<5=P= ?> A@02=5=8N A 8AB>@8G5A:8< 
35@0;L48G5A:8< 7=0:><. %>2@5<5==K9 35@1 2K3;O48B B0:: =0 75;P=>< ?>;5 75<;8 
87>1@06P= GP@=K9 101@, A<>B@OI89 =0?@02> 8 45@60I89 A>1>;O 2 A2>8E 7C10E. �01@ 
B0:65 87>1@0605BAO =0 3>@>4A:>< D;035. (;03 ?@54AB02;O5B A>1>9 15;>5 ?>;5 A 
3>;C1>9 ?>;>A>9. 
 
Task 9. Translate the sentences and write questions beginning with the words given 

below 

1. Rules have been adopted to protect individuals and groups. 
Have&?   Whom&.? 
2. Even the most ancient peoples compiled Law codes. 
Did&..? What&&? 
3. The earliest written law was the Law Code of Hammurabi, a king who reigned over 

Babylon around 2000 B.C. 
Was&..? Who&&? 
4. Hammurabi8s Code had 282 paragraphs and was carved cuneiform on a pillar of very 

hard stone. 
        Had&&? Where&&? 
Task 10. What rights are guaranteed by the Constitution of the Russian Federation? 

Restore some of the articles. 

 

                          Shall as a modal verb 

All citizens shall have the right to education. 

 
Article 19 

 

All citizens  shall be equal in law. 

( all citizens/equal in law)  
 
Article 24 

____________________________________________________ 
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(no one/ inform about the private life of any person) 
 
Article 26 

____________________________________________________ 
 
 (every citizen/ have the right to use his or her native language; freely choose any language for 
communication, education or other purposes) 
 
Article 27 

____________________________________________________ 
 
(every citizen/ have the right to leave freely and come back to the Russian Federation) 
 
Article 32 

____________________________________________________ 
 
(all citizens/ enjoy the right to take part in ruling the country directly or through their 
representatives) 
 
 
Article 38 

____________________________________________________ 
 

(the state/ protect maternity (<0B5@8=AB2>), childhood and family) 
 
Article 41 

____________________________________________________ 
 
(everyone/ have the right to free medical service) 
 
Article 43 

____________________________________________________ 
 
(everyone/ have the right to education) 
 
Article 48 

____________________________________________________ 
 
(everyone/ enjoy the right to a qualified judicial help) 
 
Task 11. The document sounds neutral, make it more categorical. 

 

                                The modal verb should 

The government should do more to help jobless people. 

 
                                       Magna Carta (1215) 
The King can’t take taxes without asking the barons and the Church first. 
The King should not take taxes without asking the barons and the Church first. 

 

Everyone will have to obey (?>28=>20BLAO) the law, even the monarch. 
____________________________________________________ 
Freemen (?>;=>?@02=K5 3@0640=5) can’t be punished (=0:070=K) without a fair trial 
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(AC451=>3> @0718@0B5;LAB20) in court. 
____________________________________________________ 
 
The King can’t tell the Church what to do. 
____________________________________________________ 
 
The King8s men can’t take away the freedom and the property of freemen and merchants 
(:C?F>2). 
____________________________________________________ 
 
The King will have to follow the advice of his barons. 
____________________________________________________ 
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   &5<0 3.   5=546<5=B 8 <5=5465@O. Management and managers. 

 

Ц5;P: 87CG8BL ;5:A8:C ?> B5<5  5=546<5=B 8 <5=5465@O, ?>2B>@8BL 3@0<<0B8G5A:89 
<0B5@80;. 
%>45@60=85 @01>BO: B5:ABK 4;O GB5=8O ?> 40==>9 B5<5, C?@06=5=8O =0 CA2>5=85 8 
70:@5?;5=85 ;5:A8:>-3@0<<0B8G5A:>3> <0B5@80;0. 
�040=85: ?@>G8B0BL, ?5@525AB8 B5:ABK, 2K?8A0BL 8 2KCG8BL =>2K5 ;5:A8G5A:85 548=8FK, 
2K?>;=8BL @O4 ?@54;>65==KE C?@06=5=89 =0 70:@5?;5=85 ;5:A8:8 8 3@0<<0B8G5A:>3> 
<0B5@80;0. 
 

 

management 
the management 
managerial 
 
variety 
activity 
activities 
concept 
consumer 
to evaluate 
objective 
to achieve an objective 
profitability 
 
innovations 
design 
product innovation 
technical innovation 
to make innovations 
to reach 
to achieve 
product life cycle 
decline 
to decline 
mix 
product mix 
marketing mix 
sales support = sales promotion 
due to 
 
to cut into 
gradual 
eventually 
unit cost 
 
to upgrade 
to respond 
to adapt to 
stringent 
stringent necessity 
to impose 

C?@02;5=85, @C:>2>4AB2> 
48@5:F8O, 04<8=8AB@0F8O 
C?@02;5=G5A:89, 
04<8=8AB@0B82=K9 
@07=>>1@0785 
0:B82=>ABL 
@01>B0, 45OB5;L=>ABL 
?>=OB85 
?>B@518B5;L 
>F5=820BL, 4020BL >F5=:C 
F5;L, 7040G0 
4>AB8GL F5;8 
?@81K;L=>ABL, 
@5=B015;L=>ABL 
=>2>22545=85, =>2H5AB2> 
87<5=5=85 :>=AB@C:F88 
=>2>5 8745;85 
B5E=8G5A:>5 =>2H5AB2> 
22>48BL =>2H5AB2> 
4>AB830BL 
4>1820BLAO 
687=5==K9 F8:; B>20@0 
?045=85, A=865=85 
?040BL, A>:@0I0BLAO 
A>AB02, 0AA>@B8<5=B 
0AA>@B8<5=B 8745;89 
:><?;5:A <0@:5B8=30 
AB8<C;8@>20=85 A1KB0 
1;03>40@O, 2A;54AB285, 2 
@57C;LB0B5 
2:;8=8BLAO, «70;57BL» 
?>AB5?5==K9 
2 :>=F5 :>=F>2 
A515AB>8<>ABL 548=8FK 
?@>4C:F88 
?>2KH0BL 
>B25G0BL, @5038@>20BL 
?@8A?>A01;820BLAO 
AB@>389 
AC@>20O =5>1E>48<>ABL 
22>48BL, >1;030BL 
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to impose restrictions 
to impose a tax on smth. 
to impose a duty on goods 
estimate 
estimate for expenses 
to make an estimate 
flexible 
market segment 
lawyer 
to involve 
to be involved in smth. 
Aonstant 
to deteriorate 
to abandon 
 
contribution 
acknowledged 
commonly 
development purposes 
to gain insight 
to maintain the status quo 
 
to move ahead 
visionary 
to foresee 
 
integrity 
to tolerate frustration and stress 
 
decisive 
to enjoy overcoming obstacles 
 
assertive 
expressive 
alert 
honesty 
to have an inward desire to do 
one's best 
thick-skinned 
responsive 
stamina 
 
practicality 
attachment 
insensitive to hardship 
 
self-assurance 
prudence 
 
precise 
to envision the future 
alert 

22>48BL >3@0=8G5=8O 
22>48BL =0;>3 =0 GB>-;. 
>1;030BL B>20@K ?>H;8=>9 
A<5B0 
A<5B0 @0AE>4>2 
A>AB028BL A<5BC 
381:89 
A53<5=B @K=:0 
042>:0B 
2:;NG0BL 2 A51O; 2>2;5:0BL 
1KBL 70=OBK< G5<-;. 
?>AB>O==K9 
CEC4H0BLAO 
>B:070BLAO >B G53>-;., 
?@5:@0B8BL GB>-;. 
2:;04 
>1I5?@87=0==K9 
>1KG=>, :0: ?@028;> 
4;O @0728B8O 
?@8>1@5AB8 ?>=8<0=85 
A>E@0=OBL AB0BCA- :2>, 
?>;>65=85 25I59 
CAB@5<;OBLAO 2?5@P4 
?@>2845F 
?@542845BL, ?@542>AE8I0BL, 
?@54A:07K20BL 
G8AB>B0, F5;>AB=>ABL 
?5@5=>A8BL GC2AB2> 
@07>G0@>20=8O 8 AB@5AA 
B2P@4K9, @5H8B5;L=K9 
?>;CG0BL C4>2>;LAB285 >B 
?@5>4>;5=8O ?@5?OBAB289 
=0AB>9G82K9, =0?>@8ABK9 
M<>F8>=0;L=K9 
148B5;L=K9, 2=8<0B5;L=K9 
G5AB=>ABL 
8<5BL 2=CB@5==55 65;0=85 
A45;0BL 2AP 2>7<>6=>5 
B>;AB>:>689 
>B7K2G82K9, GCB:89 
70?0A 687=5==KE A8;, 
2K=>A;82>ABL 
?@0:B8G=>ABL 
?@82O70==>ABL 
=5GC2AB28B5;L=K9 : 
=5273>40< 
C25@5==>ABL 2 A515 
>A<>B@8B5;L=>ABL, 
>AB>@>6=>ABL 
0::C@0B=K9, ?540=B8G=K9 
?@542845BL 1C4CI55 
148B5;L=K9 
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reasoning 
intuitiveness 
maturity 
to empower 
team work 
an adult and child relationship 
 
empathy 
effort 
to erose emotions 
circumstances 
persistance 

>1JOA=5=85, 0@3C<5=B0F8O 
8=BC8F8O 
7@5;>ABL 
C?>;=><0G820BL 
A>3;0A>20==0O @01>B0 
74. A=8AE>48B5;L=>5 
>B=>H5=85 
A>GC2AB285 
CA8;85 
?@>1C640BL M<>F88 
>1AB>OB5;LAB20 
=0AB>9G82>ABL, C?>@AB2> 

 
Task 1. a) Read the model 

 
The sales dropped due to insufficient demand. 
The sales decline was due to the fact that sales support was not well organized. 
 

b) Explain why using <due to= 
 

the sales dropped 
you had to stay at home 
you came home late from the office 
the airport was closed 
the tennis match did not take place 
Prompts:  poor demand; increased prices; shortage of money; illness; a lot of work; bad weather 
conditions; heavy rain. 
 
c) Translate into English 

 

1. "= =5 <>3 ?@8=OBL CG0AB8O 2 A>25I0=88 87-70 A@>G=>9 @01>BK.  
2.�3> >BACBAB285 1K;> A2O70=> A @01>B>9.  
3. �KAB02:0 ?@>H;0 A 1>;LH8< CA?5E>< 1;03>40@O A?>=A>@0<.  
4. !>2K9 B>20@ ?>;L7>20;AO 1>;LH8< A?@>A>< 1;03>40@O E>@>H59 @5:;0<5.  
5. �7-70 ?;>E8E ?>3>4=KE CA;>289 2K;5B A0<>;5B0 7045@60;AO. 
 
Task 2. a) Read the model 

 
A lot of people take part in social activities. 
 

b) Complete the sentences as in the model using <activities= 
 

1. Businessmen... 
2. Teachers... 
3. Economists... 
4. Scientists... 
5. Sportsmen... 
6. Managers... 
Prompts:   1. business; 2. educational; 3. economic; 4. scientific; 5. sports; 6. managerial. 
 
c) Translate into English 
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1. '?@02;5=G5A:0O 45OB5;L=>ABL B@51C5B 1>;LH8E 7=0=89.  
2. #@5AA0 C45;8;0 <=>3> 2=8<0=8O M:>=><8G5A:>9 45OB5;L=>AB8 MB>9 >@30=870F88.  
3. -B0 H:>;0 8725AB=0 A2>59 A?>@B82=>9 @01>B>9. 
 
Task 3. a) Read the model 

 

We are going to buy this machine whatever price they ask for it. 
 

b) Paraphrase using <whatever= 
 

1. You'll have to take all kinds of measures you think will help to support the sales. 
2. You must follow any instructions given in the manual. 
3. The demand is not expected to be very great due to high prices and it doesn't matter what the 
quality of the goods is. 
4. He spent all the money he had. 
5. No matter what reasons he can give, we must insist on the work being finalized as soon as 
possible. 
 
c) Translate into English 

 
1. $01>B0 <5=5465@0 =0 ;N1>< C@>2=5 2:;NG05B 2 A51O ?@8=OB85 >B25BAB25==KE @5H5=89.  
2. !5>1E>48<> A>AB028BL A<5BC ?@54AB>OI8E @0AE>4>2.  
3. (8@<0 ?@54;0305B 1>;LH>5 @07=>>1@0785 B>20@>2.  
4. �064K9 B>20@ 8<55B A2>9 A>1AB25==K9 687=5==K9 F8:;, :>B>@K9 A>AB>8B 87 
=5A:>;L:8E MB0?>2.  
5. #@>5:B =5 1K; ?@8=OB 87-70 2KA>:>9 A<5B=>9 AB>8<>AB8.  
6. '?@02;5=G5A:0O 45OB5;L=>ABL ?>4@0745;O5BAO =0 AB@0B538G5A:89, B0:B8G5A:89 8 
>?5@0B82=K9 C@>2=8.  
7. "4=>9 87 7040G O2;O5BAO >?@545;5=85 @K=:0 8;8 53> A53<5=B0 4;O 2=54@5=8O B>20@0.  
8. !0 2KAB02:5 2K A<>65B5 ?>7=0:><8BLAO A> 2A5<8 =>2H5AB20<8, ?>O282H8<8AO 70 
?>A;54=55 2@5<O.  
9. �<C C40;>AL 4>18BLAO CA?5E0 1;03>40@O 1>;LH>9 @01>B5.  
10. �0:85 1K =8 1K;8 B@C4=>AB8, <K 4>;6=K >15A?5G8BL ?@>42865=85 B>20@0 =0 @K=>:. 
 
Task 4. a) Compose and translate 

 
long  + term  4 long-term - 4>;3>A@>G=O9 

1. short + term 4 ... 
2. large + scale 4 ... 
3. long + distance 4 ... 
4. high + quality 4 ... 
5. light + weight 4 ... 
6. low + grade 4 ... 
 
b) Complete the sentences 

 

1. The agreement is valid for a short term. This ... agreement was signed only recently. 
2. They produce equipment of high quality. This ... equipment is in great demand on the market. 
3. The distance from here to that town is very long. You can get there only by a ... train. 
4. The plant produces these goods on a large scale. The ... production enabled the plant to cut 
unit costs. 
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Task 5. Supply the prepositions where necessary 

 
1.  Marketing has been defined ... different ways ... different writers. 
2. Marketing is generally defined as a process ... which people obtain what they need ... 
exchanging products ... others. 
3. The decision aimed ... winning a market share must be based...evaluation ... market 
opportunities and other relevant information. 
4. As sales go ... decline, the product is subject ... continuous price pressure. 
5.   Management was faced ... a problem ... making innovations ... the technological process. 
6. The company's increase ... profits was due ... large-scale sales support developed... 
management. 
7. A thorough knowledge ... computer technology and the introduction ... the computer ... the 
regular activities ... a company are a must... marketing managers. 
 
Task 6. a) Choose and use <reach or achieve= 
 
1. They soon... a compromise. 
2. They... recognition for their services to the country. 
3. He will never... anything. 
4. We easily ... an agreement on most of the problems. 
 
b) Translate into English 

 

1.  =>385 3>4K C?>@=>9 @01>BK  ?><>3;8 5<C 4>AB8GL F5;8. 
2.  K ?@8H;8 : 70:;NG5=8N, GB> ?@54;0305<0O <>45;L =5 >B25G05B =0H8< B@51>20=8O<. 
3. "= 4>AB83 2A53>, GB> <K >B =53> >6840;8. 
4. � ?@>F5AA5 >1AC645=8O AB>@>=K ?@8H;8 : 2708<>?>=8<0=8N. 
 
Task 7.  a)Choose and use <between or among= 

 
1. There is a difference ... these two words. 
2. At the reception he found himself ... the people he didn't know. 
3. This machine-tool is the cheapest... similar models. 
4. We must choose ... these alternative proposals. 
 
b) Translate into English 

 

1. %@548 =8E =5 1K;> =8:>3>, :B> 1K <>3 >B25B8BL =0 MB>B 2>?@>A. 
2.  564C =0H8<8 D8@<0<8 8<55BAO A>3;0H5=85. 
3.  564C MB8<8 3>@>40<8 =5B 65;57=>4>@>6=>9 ;8=88. 
4. &>20@K 1C4CB @0A?@545;5=K <564C 70:07G8:0<8 2 A>>B25BAB288 A 8E 70:070<8. 
 
Task 8. a) Read and translate the dialogue 

 

The Director of a company discusses with the Product Manager the market position of some of 

their products. 

Director: Well Mr. Fox, I'd like to hear your evaluation of the present position of our major 
product on the market. 
Manager: The situation on the market nowadays is generally characterized by much more 
stringent requirements to chemical products, due to growing environmental pollution control. In 
this connection we'll probably have to give up using raw materials containing phosphates1 for 
our production, since the demand for   such products is gradually declining.  
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Director: The situation seems really serious. What are your suggestions in the circumstances? 
Manager: In the first place, we'll have to work out a new chemical composition2 for our 
products and carry out a number of tests, which is a regular procedure for new products. Then 
some serious changes will have to be made in our technology. 
Director: I'm afraid; the change-over to new products will require a lot of expenses. 
Manager: No doubt, but the new investments will certainly be repaid. And we should not forget 
that in future there may be no demand for phosphates-based products at all. Some countries have 
already imposed state restrictions on the production of such materials.  
Director: Well, I'll get our planning department to make an estimate of our expenses and submit 
it for approval. Now, let's look at the problem from another point of view. I understand, new 
products will be positioned on the market at higher prices. 
Manager: The new materials will certainly be more expensive. But we'll get products of much 
higher quality, which will be in great demand on the market and may be sold at higher prices. 
Director: The new products will require a wide advertising campaign to support them on the 
market. Have you given thought as to how it should be arranged? 
Manager: I believe we could use both 4 press advertisements and tele- and radio-advertising. 
But it's not my line, actually.  
Director: No, but I just wondered. I will instruct our advertising department to think it over and 
come out with their suggestions. 
Notes: 

l. phosphates 4 DBED4FO 

2. chemical composition 4 E8@8ч5E>B5 EB548A5A85 

 

b) Think and answer 

 

1. Why is the demand for products containing phosphates declining at present? 
2. What expenses will the change-over to the new products require? 
3. Why is it necessary to run an advertising campaign for a new product? 
 
Task 9. Read and translate the text 

 

WHAT IS A MANAGER? 

 

A number of different terms are used for «manager», including «director», 5administrator» and 
«president». The term 5manager6 is used more frequently in profit-making organizations, while 
the others are used more widely in government and non-profit organizations such as 
universities, hospitals and social work agencies. 
What, then, is a manager? 
When used collectively1 the term «management» refers to those people who are responsible for 
making and carrying out decisions within the system. 
An individual manager is a person who directly supervises people in an organization. 
Some basic characteristics seem to apply to managers in all types of organizations; they include 
hard work on a variety of activities, preference for active tasks, direct personal relationships. 
Almost everything a manager does involve decisions. The reason for making a decision is that a 
problem exists. In decision making there is always some uncertainty and risk. 
Managing is a hard job. There is a lot to be done and relatively little time to do it. The engineer 
can finish a design on a particular day, and the lawyer can work or lose a case2 at a certain time. 
But the manager's job is like «Old Man River»3 4 it just keeps going. 
Notes: 

1.collectively 4 6 EB58D4F5?PAB@ 7A4ч5A88 

2.case 4 74. 45?B 

3.«Old М4n River» 4 the name of a song. 
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b) Think and answer 

 

1. What individual managers make up management in an organization? 
2. What concrete activities is a production manager (financial manager, personnel manager, 
marketing manager) responsible for? 
3. What type of information does a manager need to make decisions? 
4. What magazines (reference books, etc.) does a manager have to see on a regular basis? 
 

Task 10. Read and translate the text 

 
MANAGEMENT 

 

Management is the art of getting things done through other people. It includes the 
personnel who have the right to make decisions that influence company's affairs. 

There are three management levels: top management, middle management and, operating 
management. Top management includes the president, vice presidents, and the general manager. 
Middle management includes department managers and plant managers. Operating management 
includes supervisors, foremen, etc. 

The most important responsibility of any manager is decision making. Successful 
management is a skill of choosing from alternatives. 

Decision makings are divided into: recognizing the problem, defining and analyzing the 
problem, evaluating alternative solutions, choosing the most favourable solution and 
implementing the approach chosen. 

Management functions are planning, organizing, directing, controlling, staffing and 
innovating. It should be noted that successful management is based on three basic elements: 
leadership, motivation and communication. 

To operate a successful business one should have management skills because effective 
management is the key to business success. 

 
Task 11. Read and translate 

 

KEY TRAITS OF SUCCESSFUL LEADERS 

 

The most important contribution that psychology has made to the field of business over the past 
years has been in determining the key traits of acknowledged leaders. Psychological tests have 
been used to determine what characteristics are commonly noted among successful leaders. This 
list of characteristics can be used for developmental purposes to help managers gain insight 
and develop their leadership skills.  
The increasing rate of change in the business environment is a major factor in this new emphasis 
on leadership. While in the past, managers were expected to maintain the status quo in order to 
move ahead, new forces in the marketplace have made it necessary to expand this narrow focus. 
The new leaders of tomorrow are visionaries. They are both learners and teachers. Not only do 
they foresee important changes in society, but they also have high ethical qualities and work to 
build integrity in their organizations. 
The traits of an effective leader include the following: 

1. Emotional stability. Good leaders must be able to tolerate frustration and stress. 

2. Dominance. Leaders are often competitive and decisive and usually enjoy overcoming 

obstacles. Overall, they are assertive in their thinking style as well as their attitude in 
dealing with others. 

3. Enthusiasm. Leaders are usually seen as active, expressive. They are often very 
optimistic and open to change. Overall, they are generally quick and alert. 

4. Honesty. Leaders are often dominated by a sense of duty. They usually have a very high 
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standard of excellence and an inward desire to do one’s best. They also have a need for 
order and tend to be very self-disciplined. 

5. Bravery. Leaders tend to be spontaneous risk-takers. They are usually socially aggressive 
and generally thick-skinned. Nevertheless, they are responsive to others and have high 
emotional stamina. 

6. Practicality. Good leaders are practical and logical. They tend to be low in sentimental 
attachments and comfortable with criticism. They are usually intensitive to hardship. 

7. Self-assurance. Self-confidence is a common trait among leaders. They tend to have 
little or no need for approval. They are generally secure and free from guilt and are 
usually unaffected by prior mistakes.  

8. Prudence. Leaders were found to be controlled and very precise in their social 
interactions. Overall, they are very protective of their reputation and consequently tend to 
be aware of what happens. 

Beyond basic traits, leaders of today have to be able to motivate others and lead them in new 
directions. Leaders of the future must be able to envision the future and convince others that 
their vision is right. To do this, they must have the following personality traits: 
1. High energy. Long hours and travel are usually a prerequisite for leadership positions, 

especially when a company grows. Remaining alert and staying focused are two of the 
greatest obstacles one will have to face as a leader. 

2. Intuitiveness. Rapid changes in the world today combined with information overload 
result in an inability to 5know6 everything. In fact, more and more leaders are using their 
intuition and trusting it when making decisions. 

3. Maturity. To be a good leader, personal power and recognition must be secondary to the 
development of your employees. In other words, maturity is based on recognizing that 
more can be accomplished by empowering others than can be by ruling others. 

4. Team orientation. Business leaders today put a strong emphasis on team work. Instead 
of promoting an adult and child relationship with their employees, leaders create an 
adult/ adult relationship, which fosters team cohesiveness. 

5. Empathy. Being able to 5put yourself in the other8s person8s shoes6 is a key trait of 
leaders today. Without empathy, you can8t build trust. And without trust you will never 
be able to get the best effort from your employees. 

6. Charisma. People usually perceive leaders as special people. Charisma plays a large part 
in this perception. Leaders who have charisma are able to arose strong emotions in their 
employees. 

Leaders are rarely born. Circumstances and persistence are major components in the 
developmental process of any leader. So if your goal is to become a leader, work on 
developing those areas of your personality that you feel are not up to 5leader standard6. 
 
Task 12. Answer the questions to the text 

 

1. What important contribution to the field of business did psychology make? 
2. How did psychologists determine the characteristics of successful leaders? 
3. What is the major factor in the modern emphasis on leadership? 
4. What was the role of managers in the past? 
5. What are the characteristics of new leadership? 
6. What is emotional stability? 
7. What thinking style do leaders tend to have? 
8. How do leaders express enthusiasm? 
9. What sense dominates in leaders8 character? 
10. How do leaders treat sentimental attachments and emotions? 
11. Do leaders need approval? How do leaders feel about mistakes? 
12. How do leaders maintain about integrity? 
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13. What qualities do leaders need to be able to envision the future? 
14. What are the two greatest obstacles, as defined in the text, leaders have to face? 
15. What kind of relationship do real leaders tend to create? 
16.  Do you have to be born a leader or can become one? 
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        &5<0 4.  'AB@>9AB2> =0 @01>BC. Applying for a job. 

 

 

Ц5;P: 87CG8BL ;5:A8:C ?> B5<5 'AB@>9AB2> =0 @01>BC, ?>2B>@8BL 3@0<<0B8G5A:89 
<0B5@80;. 
%>45@60=85 @01>BO: B5:ABK 4;O GB5=8O ?> 40==>9 B5<5, C?@06=5=8O =0 CA2>5=85 8 
70:@5?;5=85 ;5:A8:>-3@0<<0B8G5A:>3> <0B5@80;0. 
�040=85: ?@>G8B0BL, ?5@525AB8 B5:ABK, 2K?8A0BL 8 2KCG8BL =>2K5 ;5:A8G5A:85 548=8FK, 
2K?>;=8BL @O4 ?@54;>65==KE C?@06=5=89 =0 70:@5?;5=85 ;5:A8:8 8 3@0<<0B8G5A:>3> 
<0B5@80;0. 
 

apply for the post  
obtain knowledge  
qualifications  
office experience  
personnel manager  
be on probation  
application  
curriculum vitae  
tidy  
imposing  
applicant 
employ  
employer 
employee 
salary 
pay 
wages 
cash 
work 
profession 
trade 
occupation 
hire 
fire 
abilities  
to be good at 
requirements 
career choice 
professional activity 
make a living 
employment  
unemployed  
applicant  
to give up a job 
postman 
shop assistant 
teacher 
doctor 
architect 
builder 
electrician 

?>40BL 70O2;5=85 > ?@85<5 =0 @01>BC 
?>;CG8BL / ?@8>1@5AB8 7=0=8O 
:20;8D8:0F88 
>?KB @01>BK 2 :>=B>@5  
=0G0;L=8: >B45;0 :04@>2 
?@>9B8 8A?KB0B5;L=K9 A@>: 
70O2;5=85  
A2545=85 >1 CG515 8 B@C4>2>9 45OB5;L=>AB8 
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2K1>@ :0@L5@K 
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70@010BK20BL =0 687=L 
B@C4>CAB@>9AB2> 
157@01>B=K9 
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?@>4025F 
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carpenter 
manager 
nurse 
 

?;>B=8: 
<5=5465@ 
<54A5AB@0 
 

 

Task 1. Make 10 sentences using the words from the list above. 

 
Task 2. Give the Russian equivalents of the following derivatives.   

 
skillful 

application 
unemployed 

interview 

promotion 
recruitment 
appointment 

earnings 

qualified 
creative 
equality 

profitable 
 

Task 3. Match the words with their definitions 

 

1. Postman 
2. Shop-

assistant 
3. Teacher 
4. Doctor 
5. Architect 
6. Builder 
7. Electrician 
8. Carpenter 
9. Manager 
10. Nurse 

a) A person who makes a design for house you 
live in 

b) A professional who deals with wood 
c) She helps to a doctor and makes injections 
d) A person who helps a director to control a 

company 
e) You learn a lot of new interesting and useful 

things with the help of this person 
f) This man brings you newspapers and 

magazines 
g) You buy things from this professional 
h) A professional who makes your house light 
i) When you feel ill, you go to this professional 
j) A specialist who builds houses 

 

Task 4. Fill in the blanks. 

 

a) salary, pay, wages, cash 

1. The lawyer was paid a huge&&&&&&by the law firm. 
2. Building workers receive their&&&&&.every Friday. 
3. Cleaners are often paid&&&&&.in hand for the work they do. 
4. The &&&&&..at the factory wasn8t worth thinking about. 
 
b) work, profession, trade, occupation 

1. People work long hours in the tourist&&&&&&. 
2. Being a racing driver is a dangerous&&&&&&. 
3. The organisation8s &&&&..involves assisting those in need. 
4. Apparently, he8s a doctor by&&&&&&&&&&. 
 
Task 5. Choose the right preposition and tell about future profession. 

Susan: «I'm a computer programmer around San Francisco. I grew & in India. I helped to 
design several new websites. There's a lot & pressure &  this type & work. Shopping &  
playing golf seem to relieve some &  the tension».  
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Jeremy: «I've been moving furniture & five years. Yesterday we made a local delivery. 
Tonight we'll be working & a job about 20 miles & here. Next week I might be halfway across 
the country. I don't think I could ever sit & a desk all day». 

Bob:     «I started delivering newspapers when I was seven. The work was hard & I didn't 
make very much money. Now I work & a coal mine, and my wife works, too. We still don't make 
enough money. The more things change, the more they stay the same». 

Linda:   «I'm a tennis instructor, & I love my job. I can really help people play better when 
they listen & me. I may do something else & a few years. Maybe I should join an organization & 
do some volunteer work». 
 
Task 6. Complete the sentences 

 
1. ____________________ must take care of children at school to instruct and educate them. 
2. ____________________ should help us when we are sick. 
3. ____________________ must build houses for us. 
4. _________________ can entertain us after a long working day. 
5. ____________________ should bake bread. 
6. ____________________ can grow vegetables. 
7. ____________________ must create books, magazines. 

Task 7. Translate the statements 

 

1. If you want to be hired you should apply for the post. 
2. If you want to obtain knowledge you should study hard. 
3. If you want to clear up the questions you should enclose an outline of your qualifications. 
4. If you want to be a Personnel Manager you should have an office experience. 
5. If you want your office to be imposing you should have cozy and upholstered furniture. 
 

Task 8. Translate the sentences and make questions beginning with the words in brackets 

 

1. Every day we meet people with different professions and jobs. (When?) 
2. You must be realistic about your interests and abilities. (What&&. about?) 
3. Your abilities should satisfy the requirements of the job. (Should?) 
4. Many school-leavers having chosen a «popular» profession afterwards realize they have 

made a mistake difficult to correct. (When?) 
5. There are many kinds of professional activities in which people can be engaged. (Where?) 
6. Some professions are traditional, but because life is developing all the time, new professions 

come into it. (Why?) 
 
Task 9.  Fill in the appropriate word(s) from the list below: 

 

employ, unemployment, interviewer, employee, recruitment,  

goal, trained, management, confident, employer, skilful 
 

1. In modern-day China, highly skilled workers continue to & wide variety of traditional techniques. 
2. When an & or & desires to terminate or modify an existing agreement, a waiting period of specified 

length must be observed. 
3. The post-World War II period in Europe was characterized by sharp rise in & resulting from the 

wartime destruction of many industries.  
4. During the 19508s and 760s Pozner worked for the Canadian Broadcasting Corporation, becoming 
well known as a television & and commentator in French as well as English. 
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5. Department of foreign affairs have an administrative section that is in charge of running the agency. 
This section deals with internal matters such as budget allocations, personnel & and &, training and 
logistic. 

6. Roosevelt was a very & political leader. 
7. After he was restored to his throne with the aid of the U.S. in 1953, Shah, became increasingly & 

and secure in his ruling position. 
8. 5That is not difficult,8 the Frenchman replied. 5A good spy is & to have a photographic memory.6  
9. During the 1890s several trade unions finally achieved the long-sought & of the 8-hour day. 
 

Task 10.  Fill in the blanks using the verbs under the line 

 
Career Choices 

Virtually every member of the human community &. engaged in some kind of 
professional activity. Engineers &&.., and workers &&& machines, bridges, railways, 
airplanes and docks. Architects &&.. industrial objects and dwellings, and bricklayers, 
carpenters and electricians &&.. them. The newspapers the postman &&& you every 
morning are created in publishing and printing houses by journalists, editors and printers. Shop 
assistants &&. us things, doctors && us when we are sick, teachers instruct us and educate, 
and actors help us discover the world of art. To respond to the rapid development of the society, 
new professions came into being - computer operators, programmers, experts in electronic 
communications, etc. All these occupations are equally important because they &&.. to satisfy 
people's numerous and various needs. 
____________________________________________ 

 
Help, sell, is, build, serve, design, educate, build, brings, design 

 

 

Task 11. Learn this information; read and translate 

  

How to apply for a job: Curriculum Vitae/ CV/ Resume 

A Curriculum Vitae (CV) or resume is a summary of your educational and academic 
background. Its purpose is to outline your credentials for a professional position, a research 
fellowship or an academic grant within a few pages (max. 1-2 pages if not stated otherwise).  
We want to help you to write a professional CV and an accompanying cover letter. The 
following pages give suggestions and help on how they should be written. 
Points you should consider when writing a CV or resume 
Your CV may get as little as 30-60 seconds of consideration by a potential employer. Therefore, 
an effective vita must be able to attract (positive) attention, stimulate the reader's interest, create 
a desire to get to know you better and generate action. 
To maximize effectiveness it should be: 
• Clear (well organized, readable, easily understandable) 
• Concise (no double entries, brief) 
• Complete (all relevant information should be included) 
• Consistent (no mix of styles, same order in presenting) 
• Current (include dates with all information; revise CV at least once a year) 
Finally while the content is critical, you should also be conscious of the image you present with 
this document. Remember that your CV may be your first contact with an employer or grant 
reviewer. So it needs to be visually appealing and should not contain any typographical or 
grammatical errors. 
What you should include in your CV or resume 
The categories listed below are often included in CV's or resumes. However, no CV contains all 
of them, and some CVs will contain other categories that are not listed here. The basic rule is 
that your own unique educational and work experiences should be presented to best effect. 
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The first step in actually developing your CV is to write down all relevant information - 
later you can organize in into categories. After you have written down all relevant information 
develop a hierarchy placing the most important and relevant categories and information first. Al 
other information can be listed in descending order of importance and relevance. 
The relevancy of information varies strongly. It is a good idea to try to see yourself with the 
eyes of your potential employer: When you are applying for a job as an illustrator your high 
school art classes might be relevant. If you are applying for an internship at a banking house they 
probably are not. 
Possible section to include in your CV or resume: 
• Application information 
• Educational career 
• Relevant Experience (work experience, internships, ...) 
• Other experience (volunteer work, commitments,...) 
• Languages and international travel 
• Computer and Office Skills 
• Other-Memberships, Associations, Conferences 
• References (on demand) 
• Photo (on demand) 
Following additional information might be of interest as well, esp. when applying for an 
academic position or grant. 
• Dissertation Title and Advisor 
• Certification (s) Awards/ Honors/ Patents 
• Grants received 
• Publications and Presentations 
Application Information 
Your name should appear on the top of each page. 
Include your personal data: name, date of birth (year, month, day), place of birth (city, 
country), nationality, address, phone & fax number (including area codes) and e-mail address 
(only if you check your mail regularly). 
Educational career 
In reserve chronological order list all of your degrees from college on, with the name of 
institution and date they were awarded. List the date you expect to receive the degree the program 
you are currently in. 
If you are applying for an academic position or grant it is standard to list the name of your 
advisor and your thesis title. 
If you are applying for a professional position only mention it, if it is of relevance. 
Relevant experience 
Listing of position (Part-time, full-time, temporary and permanent), which relate to the type of 
work sought. 
Include: department/ firm/ agency/ organization; complete name, city and state; job/ position 
title; dates; also include a brief description of your activities/ duties. 
Other experience 
Groupings of kinds  of other experiences  (including  volunteer  work  and/  or internships) 
can enhance your CV. 
Languages and international travel 
For each language including your mother tongue indicate fluency level of spoken and written 
1anguage ability a s w ell a s reading s kills u sing t he following criteria: fair/ basic knowledge, 
working knowledge, fluent or excellent knowledge. 
Mention any certificates or attended language studies. International travel, language exchanges 
and extended stays abroad are of great importance, as they prove your ability to adapt and 
your interest in the world. 
References (on demand) 
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It is quite usual to include reference letters from former employers in your application. 
Do not send originals, send high quality copies. 
Sometimes an employer will ask for personal references. Compile a list of three persons, 
who are not related to you (along with their telephone/ fax number, address and occupation) and 
can be contacted in case of enquiries. They must be familiar with your professional qualifications 
and your character. 
It is sufficient to communicate the list, when your potential employee asks for it. 
Photo 
Opinion is divided, check the job posting: some companies insist on a photo, some particularly 
discourage applicants from including one. 
It is totally acceptable to integrate a color scan into the CV. 
If you choose to send a photo it might be an idea to not attach it: If the company wants to, 
they can remove it from your CV. Write your name and contact information at the back. Just in 
case they change their mind. 
Certification(s) Awards/Honors/Patents 
List all areas of certification relevant to the position; include: type, year received. 
Grants 
Include name of grant; name of granting agency; date received; title or purpose of research 
project. 

 

 

NB!   CV (curriculum vitae)  = Resume = Brief personal history 

 

 

Task 12.  Study the CV given below. Write your CV  
 

Curriculum Vitae 

Name 
Bob Edward Bateman 

Address 
28 Grow Road in West Clapham UK 

Date And Place Of Birth 9
th
 September 1968, London 

Nationality British; Father British, Mother French 

Education Ripton County School 

Grant College of Further Education 

University of Everton 

Languages English, French 

Previous Experience 2 years of a translator for publisher of 

dictionaries 

3 years of teaching English in France 

Interests Reading, travelling, art 
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Name 

Address 

 

Telephone №  
Date and place of 

birth  

Nationality 

Marital Status 

Education 

 

 

 

Experience 

 

 

 

Interests 
 

Ms Jane Elizabeth Bentley 

22 Roseberry Road, Scantleby, Beresford, 

KR179EP 

(2793)27496 

9
th 

April 1957, London 

British 3 Father British, Mother French 

Divorced 

Netherleigh School for Girls 1968-1975 9 

O-levels 3 A-levels University of Everton 

1975-1978 B.A. (Hons.) in Modern 

Languages (French and Italian) 

2 years courier in France and Italy 2½ 
years as translator for publisher of travel 

books 5 years living in Tunisia and 

teaching Italian  

Theatre, pottery, painting  
 

 

 

Task 13.  Which qualities would you need? Why?  

 

a taxi-driver, a firefighter, a door-to-door salesperson, a tour guide, an executive, an interpreter 

Here are some characteristics to help you: 

physically strong, persistent, hardworking, punctual, intelligent, patient, emotionally strong, 

caring, calm, honest, decisive, persuasive, courageous, cheerful, alert, quick-thinking  

 
Task 14.  Complete the sentences  

 

1. A nurse works in__________________________________ 
2. A flight attendant works in__________________________ 
3. A stockbroker works in_____________________________ 
4. A medical researcher works in_______________________ 
5. A grocer works in_________________________________ 
6. A piano teacher works in____________________________ 
7. An estate agent works in____________________________ 
 
Task 15.  Translate the texts and answer the questions 

 

                                   Text 1 

To begin your job search in the USA, you must identify the kind of job you want, where 
the jobs are and what employers expect. 

If you are a student or a graduate of a vocational, technical or professional (university) 
training programme and you have the same interests, you already know the kind of job you 
want. 

Begin by thinking about the work you can do. Include the work you have been trained to 
do, work you have actually done and work you enjoy doing. 

Next, talk to as many people as possible about your job interests and concerns. 
Thinking and talking help you build a network of people interested in helping you. 
This network will lead to specific job contacts. 
However job counseling is also useful. 
Job counseling is a professional service that may include vocational interest and aptitude 

testing; informing and advising about particular jobs; and providing training and guidance in 
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the various steps at job search. 
 
Find in the text the equivalents of the following word combinations. 

#>8A:8 @01>BK, ?@>D5AA8>=0;L=>5 CG51=>5 702545=85, ?@>D5AA8>=0;L=K5 
:>=B0:BK, A;C610 B@C4>CAB@>9AB20, ?@>25@:0 ?@>D5AA8>=0;L=>9 ?@83>4=>AB8 8 
8=B5@5A>2, >1CG5=85 8 @C:>2>4AB2>. 

 
Answer the questions to text 1. 

1What must you do to begin your job search? 
2 What must you include when thinking about the work you can do? 
3 How can you build a network of people interested in helping you? 
4 What is job counseling? 
5 Does it provide training and guidance? 
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                                             Text 2 

Employers want to select employees who have or who have learn the skills necessary to do the 
job. 
Most employers will not hire people who are not dependable or who cannot get along with 
others. 
Thus, they want to learn as much as possible about the skills, dependability and personal 
characteristics of prospective employees. 
Depending on the job you are applying for, you might have to complete an application form, 
participate in one or more employment interviews, submit a resume, take a test, have a physical 
examination or submit references, samples of your work and copies of your school records. 
Each of these steps in the employment process provides the employer with important 
information about you. 
 
Find in the text the equivalents of the following words and word combinations. 

#@54?@8=8<0B5;8, @01>B=8:8, =02K:8, >B1>@ @01>B=8:0 (=0456=>ABL @01>B=8:0), 
;8G=K5 :0G5AB20, ?@5B5=4>20BL (=0 @01>BC), A40BL M:70<5=, ?@>9B8 <548F8=A:>5 
>1A;54>20=85, ?@54AB028BL @57N<5 8 @5:><5=40F88. 
 
Which statements are correct? 

 Employers want to select only such employees who already have the necessary skills. 

 Most employers will hire only dependable people. 

 Employers want to learn all except your personal characteristics. 

 You might have to take a test when applying for a job.  

 You are never requested to submit references or school records. 
 
                                            Text 3 

Many people believe that answering newspaper want ads is the best method to use. 
Job advertisements are found in the classified advertising section of newspapers. 
Wants ads are also found in professional journals. 
There are two main types of want ads: 5Help wanted6 and 5Jobs wanted6. 
You should read want ads for two reasons: first, to learn more general information about jobs 
that are available; second, to learn specific information about a particular job that is of interest 
to you. 
An ad may tell the education and work experience that are required for the job, the location of 
the job, the working hours and the pay.  
It also tells you how to apply for the particular job. 
Avoid ads that make unrealistic offers. 
If an ad suggests that you will make a lot of money quickly and easily, do not apply for that 
job. 
 
Find in the text the equivalents of the following words and word combinations. 

"1JO2;5=85, ?>4E>4OI0O @01>B0, ?@>D5AA8>=0;L=K5 6C@=0;K, >1JO2;5=8O > ?@8P<5 =0 
@01>BC, «&@51CNBAO =0 @01>BC», «�IC @01>BC», ?@>D5AA8>=0;L=K9 >?KB, 
<5AB>=0E>645=85 D8@<K, @01>G89 45=L, >?;0B0, =5@50;L=K5 ?@54;>65=8O, 70@01>B0BL 
<=>3> 45=53. 
 
Say in a few words, what documents you must prepare before applying for a job. 
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Task 16.  Fill in the chart with the following arguments. Think of some more.  

 

What is better? 

It8s better to work for a large 
firm. 

It8s better to work for a small 
firm. 

 
1. Simplicity of organization. 
2. It has its own training center. 
3. It has specialized staff and equipment. 
4. People have opportunity to succeed. 
5. Everything is very stable. 
6. The firm does not need large markets. 
7. The firm is more adaptable. 
8. There is possibility of promotion in the future. 

 
Task 17.  Read, translate and fill in the blanks with the words given below.  

 

The Employment Service 

Mike, Mary and Linda are sitting in the reception room at an&&&. service. They are all 
looking for work. 
Mike is looking for a job as&&&&. of an apartment building. He can paint walls He can fix 
motors. And he can repair locks. 
Mary is looking for a job as&&&&. She can sing. She can dance. And she can act. 
Linda is looking for a job as&&&. She can type. And she can &&&well on the telephone. 
Good luck, Mike! Good luck, Mary! Good luck, Linda! We hope you can find the jobs you are 
looking for. 
_______________________________ 

speak, actress, secretary, employment, superintendant 
 

Task 18.  Read and translate an extract from the book <Understanding Britain= by Karen 
Hewitt 

 

Jobs and Career 
 In Britain when a pupil leaves school at sixteen or later he or she must find a job. To 
achieve this goal school leavers without special qualification will probably visit a Job Centre or 
look through local newspaper advertisements. School careers officers can offer advice. But 
ultimately it is up to the boys and girls themselves to find work. 
 Graduates from universities and other colleges are in the same position except that they 
are older and are looking for different kinds of work. Usually they start their search near the 
beginning of their third (i.e. final) year in college. The professional work many of them seek 
normally requires further specialized training, so the first step is to get a place on a training 
course 0 and a grant or some other funds to pay for the course. Probably the first stage will 
involve some kind of exam and an interview 3 necessary procedures for choosing which 
applicants shall be given place on the course which may lead to a job in the end.  (Such courses 
are essential for librarians, computer programmers, social workers, accountants and many other 
kinds of qualified workers.) Certain organizations take graduates directly and train them while 
they are working  - for example the BBC.  A recruitment committee has to read through the 
papers and select maybe eight or ten applicants for interview. At the interview they will be asked 
their reasons for wanting the job, and have to answer questions about their academic career, 
other activities and 3 often 3 questions which seem to have no point but which are intended to 
reveal their personality, skills and general suitability for the job.  
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 Eventually someone will be selected. If the fortunate candidate is not happy with all the 
conditions of the job (pay, hours of work, pension rights and so on) he doesn8t have to accept it 3 
but once he has signed the contract he cannot leave the job without giving notice (of maybe three 
or six months) and he cannot be thrown out of the job without notice and without good reason. 
 Today graduates can expect to make dozens of applications for jobs and get short-listed 
for interviews two or three times before they find satisfactory work. Some of course know 
exactly what they want and manage to find the right job first time, but more often graduates can 
spend months searching, meanwhile earning enough to pay the rent by washing dishes or some 
other short-term work.  
 Having found your job, you certainly do not expect to stay in it for life 3 or even more 
than a few years. Whether they are working in private industry or in the state sector, people 
assume that if they want more money or more responsibility they must expect to move from one 
employer to another or from one area of work to another. Promotion up the steps of the ladder 
within a firm certainly happens, bit the advantages to both employer and employee 3 stability, 
familiarity with the work, confidence, loyalty to the firm and its workers 3 must set against the 
advantages of bringing in 5fresh blood6, new challenging ways of approaching the work 
(avoidance of intrigues and resentment among those already in the organization about the 
promotion of one over the other) and the hard work that can be expected from someone new in 
the job who has to 5prove6 himself or herself. In practice promotions are usually a mixture of 
5within-house6 and from outside. Consequently, employees who want to improve their position 
start looking for other jobs within few years of securing their first one.  
  

Task 19. Answer the questions on the text  

 

1. What steps do school leavers in Britain take to find a job? 
2. What makes it more difficult for college graduates to find employment? 
3. What can be done to bridge the gap between the completion of education and the start of 
employment? 
4. What information do interviewers try to get during the interview? 
5. What obligations do the employer and the employee assume once the contract has been 
signed?  
6. How long do people usually stay in the same job? Why?  
7. Does loyalty to the company give employees an advantage over those who are new in the 
job?  
8. Why are employers interested in bringing in 5fresh blood6?  
 

 
Task 20.  Read and translate the text 

 

Great BRITISH Jobs 

1. Modern butlers combine the roles of cook, cleaner, waiter, gardener, driver and household 
manager and they have to be polite, respectful, and well-organized, 5We do everything from 
paying the bills to picking up the children, organizing parties and getting  the washing machine 
repaired.6 Says Shaun Harrison, who works for a family in the Oxford shire countryside. 
5During the week I8m in jeans and a shirt, busy looking after the household and in the gardens. 
At the weekends, when the family arrives, I put on a suit and take on the role of a traditional 
butler. I get for weeks holiday a year and I have to take it when it suits my employer.6  
2. Mark Thompson is self-employed and carries out a range of building, repair and maintenance 
jobs to the outside of tall structures such as church spires, monuments, industrial chimneys and 
high rise buildings. It takes from 2-6 years to train as a professional steeplejack and Mark has 
been doing it for the last 15 years. 5The one thing you must have for this job is a head for 
heights,6 he says. 5I like working outdoors, but it can be very dangerous carrying equipment and 
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trying to keep your balance when the weather8s bad. It gets really windy up there, so you8ve got 
be quite fearless!6 Mark travels all over the country and often works away from home for 
extended period, so that because of him beautiful buildings will continue to grace the skyline for 
a good few years. 
3. The job of Town Crier can be traced back as far as the Battle of Hastings in 1066 when the 
news was passed on to the general public by individuals employed by the king. 5Basically, A 
Town Crier was a kind of talking newspaper, but today a lot of my work is ceremonial,6 says 
Peter Moore. 5I wear a traditional costume and carry a bell and shout the familiar call of 5Oyez! 

Oyez!6 (Listen! Listen!) to get people8s attention. I work for the British Tourist Authority and I 
preside at festivals, shows and parades as well as London8s tourist attractions.6 
4. Rick Booth is one of a decreasing number of milkmen still working in Britain. He arrives at 
the dairy around 11.00 pm to load up his milk float and it takes him about five hours to complete 
his round. He leaves the milk on the doorstep and collects the empty bottles left there by the 
householders. By the morning, Rick8s hands are sore and blistered. It also strains his knees and 
back. Angry pets are another problem. The other problem is the unsociable hours.  
 
Task 21. Answer the questions 

 

1. Why do you think these jobs are in danger of disappearing? 
2. Which traditional jobs in your country are in danger of disappearing? Why is this 

happening? 
 

&5:ABO 4;я A0<>AB>яB5;P=>3> GB5=8я 8 ?5@52>40 
 

Task 22.  Read and translate the text 

 

                                 Living by the sword 

 

When Cristina Sanchez told her parents that she wanted to become a bullfighter instead of a 
hairdresser, they weren8t too pleased. But when she was eighteen her parents realized that she 
was serious and sent her to a bullfighting shool in Madrid, where she trained with professionals. 
Since last July, Sanchez has been the most successful novice in Spain and is very popular with 
the crouds. After brilliant performances in Latin America and Spain earlier this year, Sanchezhas 
decided that she is ready to take the test to become a matador de toros. Out of the ring, Sanchez 
does not look like a matador. She is casually elegant, very feminine and wears her long hair 
loose. She seems to move much more like a dancer than an athlete, but in the ring she is all 
power. 
When she was fourteen, Sanchez8s father warned  her that the the world of bullfighting was hard 
enough for a man and even harder for a woman. It seems he is right. 7It really is a tough world 
for a woman6, says Sanchez. 5You start with the door shut in your face. A man has to prove 
himself only once, whereas I have had to do it ten times just to get my foot in the door.6 
In perhaps the world8s most masculine profession, it would seem strange if Sanchez had not met 
problems. But even though Spanish women won the legal right to fight bulls on equal terms with 
men in 1974, there are still matadors like Jesulin de Ubrique who refuse to fight in the same ring 
as her. 
Sanchez lives with her family in Perla, south of Madrid. Her family is everything to her and is 
the main support in her life. 5my sisters don8t like bullfighting, they don8t even watch it on TV, 
and my mother would be the happiest person in the world if I gave it up. But we get on well. 
Mum8s like my best friend.6 
When Sanchez is not fighting she has a tough fitness routine 3 running, working out in the gym 
and practicing with her father in the afternoon. By nine she is home for supper, and by eleven 
she is not in bed. She does8t drink, smoke or socialise. 5 You have to give up a lot,6 says 
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Sanchez. 5It8s difficult to meet people, but it doesn8t worry me 3 love does not arrive because 
you look for it.6                            37 

Sanchez spends most of the year traveling: in summer to Spanish and French bullfights and in 
winter to Latin America. Her mother dislikes watching Sanchez fight, but goes to the ring when 
she can, if not, she waits at home next to the television. Her husband has had to ring three times 
to say that their daughter had been injured , twice lightly in the leg and once seriously in the 
stomach. After she has been wounded, the only thing Sanchez thinks about is how quickly she 
can get back to the ring. 5It damages your confidence,6 she says 5but it also makes you mature. 
It8s just unprofessional to be injured. You cannot let it happen.6 Sanchez is managed by Simon 
Casas, who says, 5At the moment there is no limit to where she can go. She has a champion8s 
mentality, as well as courage and technique.6 
 
1 When Sanchez told her parents that she wanted to be a bullfighter they 

 

a. felt a little pleased 
b. thought she was too young 
c. thought she had a good sense of humour 
d. were initially opposed to the idea 
 
 

2 Sanchez thinks that 

 

a. living in today8s world is difficult for a woman. 
b. bullfighting  is a difficult career for women 
c. it is impossible to succeed as a female bullfighter 
d. women have to demonstrate their skills as much as male bullfighters do. 
 

3 Sanchez’s mother 
 

a. is everything to the family 
b. prefers to watch her daughter on TV 
c. supports her more than the rest of her family 
d. would prefer Cristina to leave the ring 
 

4 What does <it= in line 37 refer to? 
 

a. the fitness routine 
b. not socializing 
c. giving up 
d. smoking 
 

5 Sanchez does not socialize often because 

 

a. she doesn8t like cigarettes and alcohol 
b. her work takes up most of her time 
c. she is worried about meeting people 
d. it8s too difficult to look for friends 
 

6 What does Sanchez think about after being injured? 

 
a. her next chance to fight bulls 
b. her abilities 
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c. her development 
d. her skills 
 
23. Read and translate the text: 

 

                                         TRICKY JOBS 
 
How many of us used to dream of joining the circus when we were children? Well, Chris 
Sayers, a trapeze artist at Zippo8s Circus, did just that. It took him ten years of training 
before he left confident enough to perform six metres above the ground. Since than he has 
become one of the few people in the world who can do four somersaults one after the other. 
There are many risks involved in this job. Trapeze artists need to work with a partner they 
can depend on. When flying through the air at 60 mph, they have to be sure their partner will 
catch them. 5 many times in the past, if I hadn8t had a partner I could trust. I would have 
fallen and probably hurt myself seriously,= says Chris. People who work in the circus love 
the risks and the thrill of their profession. Broken bones are part of the job. 5I just wish they 
didn8t take so long to mend.= Chris explains. He earns 500$ per week, but it is certainly not 
easy money. 
There are only two hundred combat soldiers in the British Army who can parachute into 
the sea, drive for hours in freezing waters 
and then spy in enemy territory successfully. James Rennie is one of them. This isn8t his 
real name, because his own identity has to be kept secret.6 It8s very exciting job, but it8s also 
tough and dangerous. You have to be courageous, 5says James. It takes five long years of 
training before such a soldier can go on a special mission. According to James, the toughest 
part of the business is spying. 5I8ve been on a lot of missions that involve this kind of work, 
if the enemy had caught us, they would have killed us. 545000 $ per year might sound like a 
lot, but few people would risk their lives for less. 
Most patients are thankful for the care they get from their doctors, but when it comes to 
animals it8s a different story. Every vet knows that animals are much more likely to turn 
round and bite rather than thank them. Steve Divers is an experienced vet and has been bitten 
by countless cats and dogs. With more dangerous animals, though, he takes special care. For 
example, with poisonous snakes, he  keeps them in a cloth bag and uses the metal instrument 
to keep the head down and the teeth away from the hands. 5 If I didn8t know how to handle 
some animals, I would probably have permanent scars by now,6 Steve says. Although it 
takes many years of study to become a vet, it is a very rewarding and well-paid career. 5All 
animals in need must be treated. I would never ignore a sick animal, even if it was 
dangerous enough to kill me,6 says Steve. 
 
24. Answer the questions: 

 

1. For which of these jobs do you need to be: tough talented, courageous, caring, 

dedicated? 

2. What are the risks involved in these jobs? 

3. Who works with a partner; can fall and hurt themselves; can be bitten; can be caught and 
killed; may take a long time to recover after an accident? 

4. What are positive and negative points of each job are? 

5. Explain the words and phrases in in bold. Then, choose any three and make sentences. 
6. If you had to do one of the three jobs mentioned in the texts, which would you choose 

and why? Which would you definitely not choose? Why? 
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GRAMMAR 

 

%F9C9Aи ED46A9Aия CDи?474F9?PAOE  

 #>;>68B5;L=0O %@02=8B5;L=0O #@52>AE>4=0O 
I lon

g 
eas
y 

longer  
easier 

(the) longest 
 (the) easiest 

? interesting more interesting (the) most interesting 

H good  
bad 
much, many  
little 

better  
worse 
 more  
less 

(the) best  
(the) worst 
(the) most  
(the) least 

 
 

%6B8A4я F45?иF4 @B84?PAOE 7?47B?B6 и иE Q>6и64?9AFB6 

 

 Present Past Future 

�>;65=AB2>2
0=85 

I must meet 
him. 

  

I have to meet 
him. 

I had to meet 
him. 

I shall have to 

meet him. 

I am to meet 
him. 

I was to meet 
him. 

I8ll be to meet him. 

I should meet 
him. 

  

%?>A>1=>ABL 
8;8 
2>7<>6=>ABL 
A>25@H5=8O 
459AB28O 

He can help 
you. 

He could help 
you. 

 

He is able to 
help you. 

He was able to 
help you. 

He will be able to 

help you. 

$07@5H5=85 
8;8 
2>7<>6=>ABL 
(25@>OB=>ABL) 

I may use this 
device. 

I might use this 
device 

 

I am allowed to 
use the device. 

I was allowed 
to use the 
device. 

I shall be allowed 

to use the device. 

 

&45?иF4 6D9@9A 7DGCCO Simple Active 

 

(>@<0 Present Simple Past Simple Future Simple 

'B25@48B5;
L=0O 

My friends 
study French.  
He speaks 
English. 

My friends 
studied French 
at school. 
He spoke 
English at the 
conference. 

My friends will 

study French at 
the Institute. The 
teacher will 

speak about our 
English exam. 
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�>?@>A8B5;
L=0O 

Do your friends 
study French?  
 
Does he speak 
English? 

Did your 
friends study 
French at 
school?  
Did he speak 
English at the 
conference? 

Will your friends 
study French at 
the Institute?  
Will the teacher 
speak about our 
English exam? 

"B@8F0B5;L
=0O 
 

My friends 
don't study 
French. 
 He doesn't 

speak English. 

My friends did 

not study 
French.  
He didn't 
speak English 
at the 
conference. 

My friends won't 

study French at 
the Institute.  
The teacher 
won't speak 
about our English 
exam. 

 

&45?иF4 6D9@9A 7DGCCO Perfect Active  

(>@<0 Present Perfect Past Perfect Future Perfect 

'B25@48B5;
L=0O 

I have sent the 
letter. 

I had already 
sent the letter 
by 6 o'clock 
yesterday. 

I shall have sent 
the letter by 
tomorrow evening. 

�>?@>A8B5;
L=0O 

Have you sent 
the letter? 

Had you sent the 
letter by 6 o'clock 
yesterday? 

Will you have 

sent the letter by 
tomorrow evening? 

"B@8F0B5;
L=0O 

I have not sent 
the 
letter yet. 

I had not sent 
the letter by 6 
o'clock yesterday. 

I shall not have 

sent the letter by 
tomorrow 
evening. 
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&45?иF4 6D9@9A 7DGCCO Progressive Active  

(>@<0 

 
Present 

Progressive 
Past 

Progressive 
Future 

Progressive 

'B25@48B
5;P=0я 

They are 

having an 
English class. 
 
 
He is still 
writing an 
exercise. 

They were 
having an 
English class 
when I came 
to see them.  
He was 
writing an 
exercise from 
6 till 8 o'clock. 

They will be 
having an 
English class 
tomorrow at 9 
o'clock.  
 
He will be 
writing an 
exercise from 6 
till 8 o'clock 
tomorrow. 

�>?@>A8B
5;P=0я 

Are they 
having an 
English 
class? 
 
Is he still 
writing an 
exercise? 

Were they 
having an 
English class 
when I came to 
see them?  
 
Was he writing 
an exercise from 
6 till 8 o'clock. 

Will they be 
having an 
English class 
tomorrow at 9 
o'clock?    
 
Will he be 
writing an 
exercise from 6 
till 8 o'clock 
tomorrow? 

"B@8F0B5
;P=0я 

They aren't 

having an 
English class, 
they are having 
a Russian class. 
 
He isn't 
writing an 
exercise, he is 
reading a book. 

They weren't 
having 
an English class 
when 1 came to 
see them, they 
were having a 
Russian class.  
 
He wasn't 
writing an 
exercise from 6 
till 8 o'clock, he 
was reading a 
book. 

They will not be 
having 
an English class 
tomorrow at 9 
o'clock, they 
will be having a 
Russian class.  
 
He won't be 
writing an 
exercise from 6 
till 8 o'clock 
tomorrow, he'll 
be reading a 
book. 
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&45?иF4 6D9@9A Simple, Progressive, Perfect in Passive Voice 

 

 Simple Progressi
ve 

Perfect 

 to be + Participle II to be + being + 
Participle II 

to have + been + 
Participle II 

 

The letter is  
translated 

The letter is being 
translated 

The letter has been 
translated 

Present Is the letter 
translated? 

Is the letter being 
translated? 

Has the letter been 
translated? 

 

The letter isn't 
translated 

The letter isn't 
being translated 

The letter hasn't 
been translated. 

Past The letter was 
translated 

The letter was 
being  
translated 

The letter had been 
translated 

 Was the letter  
translated? 

Was the letter 
being 
translated? 

Had the letter been 
translated? 

 The letter wasn't 
translated. 

The letter wasn't 
being translated 

The letter hadn't 
been translated? 

Future The letter will be 
translated 

 The letter will have 
been 

 Will the letter be 
translated? 

He 
C?>B@51;ONBAO. 

Will the letter have 
been translated? 

 The letter won't be 
translated 

 The letter won't 
have been 
translated.  
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�.�. 8E5520, �. .�0@0=>20. 3 8-5 874., AB5@5>B8?. 3  .: #@>A25I5=85, 2023. 3 199, [1} c.: 

8;. 3 (Rainbow English) 30 HB + -�% �=0=8C<  

�>?>;=8B5;P=0я ;8B5@0BC@0: 
�8B28=A:0O %.%. �=3;89A:89 O7K: 4;O B5E=8G5A:8E A?5F80;L=>AB59: CG51=>5 ?>A>185 / 
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